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Incentives are usually introduced by the regulator entity (third-party), to promote cooperation in a market. The implementation of incentives is always costly and thus might fail to be enforced sustainably. This work aims at exploring the effects of incentives from an institutional perspective, while coping with the scenario where the third-party is part of the system but not composed by players. The evolutionary game theory (EGT) framework is applied to identify the incentives that lead to pure cooperation. In contrast to traditional EGT, this paper introduces an elimination mechanism that can reduce the market size. The incentives identified in the EGT analysis are further examined in simulation experiments which measure the market size, affluence and sustainability. The findings show: (1) light punishment leads to a reduction of the market size, yet heavier punishment is beneficial to the market size and wealth; (2) mixed incentives will generally lead to different wealth of the third party and of the participants. While under moderate strength, the wealth of both parties is the same and their overall wealth is maximal; (3) for sustainability, pure punishment (resp. reward) is sustainable (resp. unsustainable), the sustainability of mixed incentives depends on both their strength and agents’ rationality level.
1. Introduction

In human society, incentives like rewarding norm followers [1,2] and punishing norm violators [3–5] are practical instruments for maintaining the order of a market or a community [6,7]. When participants can gain extra benefits from breaking the norm, self-interests always drive the participants to be a norm violator, and choose to defect or cheat. Incentives, that change the benefits and cost of actions, can largely decrease the rate of non-compliant behaviours and promote collaborations. Since the important role of incentives in real-world management has been recognized, experimental and theoretical studies on designing practical and effective proper incentives are increasing [8,9]. Evolutionary game theory (EGT) is an analytical framework widely applied in analysing and predicting the effect of the incentives [10–12], which relies on the Darwinian process of natural selection that drives participants toward the optimization of reproductive success [13,14]. With EGT, the dynamics of participants’ population composition under a specific incentive can thus be observed. Previous game-theoretic studies on the design of incentives mainly focused on the dynamics of cooperation, such as the emergence of cooperation [15,16], the level of cooperation [10], or the sustainability of the cooperation [17], while few of them considering the sustainability of incentives, especially when incentives are enforced by an external third-party.

Based on the execution manner of incentives, related studies can be classified into two categories: (1) peer-to-peer incentives executed by participants (also called players) [2,18–20]; (2) institutional incentives executed by the third party [21–23], the third party can be composed by players [24,25], or completely from external [26]. The enforcement of incentives can be costly [27–29], and thus the incentive might be terminated if the resource for implementation cannot cover the cost. Despite the fact that it is reasonable to assume that the resource for implementing incentives is inexhaustible [30,31] under the peer reward or peer punishment scenario, as volunteer punishment and altruistic rewarding can always emerge [32,33]. Nevertheless, it is not the case when incentives are enforced in an institutional manner by the third party [34,35]. The cost of incentives’ enforcement can hardly be ignored [25,28,29,36,37], as the high cost can potentially lead to the failure in the enforcement process [24].

A few works have considered minimizing the cost of incentive enforcement from the perspective of optimization, and managed to design cost-effective reward or punishment [38–42] for an external third-party (or external decision-maker [26]). In these studies, the third party is composed of agents that do not belong to the system, and the income of such an external third party was not considered. It is reasonable to ignore the income when incentives are carried out by a third party which is completely external to the system. For instance, when a fraud happens in a market, the income of the judiciary is rarely considered in the adjudication and enforcement process, as such institutions are independent to the market, and supported by the nation. Under this kind of circumstance, focusing on cost and committing to minimizing the cost is of great practical meaning. However, if the third party belongs to the system, but is not composed of players, such as the owner or the maintainer of the market, then not only the cost, but also the income of the third party need to be considered. Because only when the cash flow of the thirdparty is positive can the incentive be executed sustainably. Hence, from an institutional perspective, an effective incentive needs not only to foster collaboration, but also to be sustainable.

In addition to sustainability, incentives’ influence on the affluence of participants and the third party is also vital in practice. An incentive that performs well in fostering collaboration may result in undesirable side effects, such as lowering the accumulated wealth of players or shrinking the market size, for example, which is in conflict with the affluence growth and the prolonged development of the market. Consequently, in this study, the evaluating criterion for incentives are extended beyond promoting collaboration to the sustainability and the impact on the market’s affluence. Based on these criteria, we try to answer the question as to what kinds of incentives are practical and proper from the institutional perspective.
Pure reward, pure punishment, and mixed incentives are explored, and we first apply the framework of EGT to identify the analytical results of the population dynamics. Then, considering the complexity of the real world, we introduce the income and cost for the third party to evaluate the sustainability of incentives, while relaxing the unlimited population [13] assumption of EGT by assuming that the market capacity is limited and might shrink if participants are bankrupted. In the simulation experiments, the cooperation level, sustainability, and the affluence of both players and the third party are observed. Further, since participants are known as bounded rational [43], we study how the rational level of participants adjusts the process.

Based on the simulation results, the following insights are drawn: (1) participants’ rationality can significantly affect of the incentives on promoting cooperation, lower rationality requires stronger incentives to maintain the cooperation level; (2) pure reward incentives promote participants’ wealth but can hardly be implemented sustainably; (3) pure punishment is always sustainable. But light punishment can lead to the shrinkage of the market, while strong punishment is helpful for maintaining the market size, and beneficial for improving the affluence of both players and the third party; (4) mixed incentive combined the advantages of pure incentives—usually it can promote the cooperation level sustainably, its sustainability depends on both the strength of the incentive and the rational level of the agents; (5) mixed incentives induce a trade-off between the wealth of the participants and the third party, where moderate strength incentives can maximize the sum of accumulated wealth for both.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: §2 introduces the incentive model, including the cost and income of different parties in the market. Section 3 outlines the analytical results derived by the EGT, and with this foundation, we subsequently elaborate the design of the simulation experiments. The experimental results are reported and interpreted in §4. Finally, this article concludes with a discussion of the results and points out some future research directions.

2. Model

In this section, we first introduce the basic pairwise game played by the participants, and the incentives imposed in the market. Then we explain the income and expenditure for the third party when maintaining the market. With these two parts, the dynamic model for all parties is defined.

(a) Pairwise game and incentives

We consider a market with two parties, $N$ participants that have pairwise interactions, and one independent third party that implements incentives for promoting cooperation. As players might lack professional regulator training, rarely can they freely switch roles from participant to maintainer. Hence, the third party here is assumed to be independent, rather than composed of players.

For homogeneous participants, each of them has the same strategy space $S = \{C, D\}$, and $C$ (resp. $D$) represents the cooperation (resp. defection) strategy, also known as compliant (resp. non-compliant) behaviour. Choosing $C$ by both of the agents can bring mutual benefits, whereas each of them has the temptation $T$ to betray the other [44]. Such a situation is quite common in our daily life, and is often characterized using the Prisoner’s dilemma game (PDG) [31,45]. We select PDG as the basic game model,\(^1\) while the pay-off matrix is given in table 1. The mutual cooperation (resp. defection) profit is $R$ (resp. $P$), and temptation for defecting is $T$.

Incentives discussed in this work include pure reward, pure punishment and mixed incentives. For pure reward, mutual cooperators will receive reward $R_{CC}$. The sucker’s payoff is given as $R_{CD}$. We set $R_{CD} \geq R_{CC}$ to ensure that the reward for a sucker will be no less than the reward of a cooperator in a mutual cooperation. As for pure punishment, mutual defectors will receive the fine $F_{DD}$. The defector who betrays a cooperator will be fined by $F_{CD}$. We set $F_{CD} \geq F_{DD}$ which

\(^1\)It is worth noting that in our reality some more complicated scenarios can happen, for example, group interactions can replace the mentioned pairwise ones [22,46]. Meanwhile, agents can be heterogeneous in various features like risk preference or spatial position, etc. But in this work, we start with the most basic homogeneous agents playing pairwise PDG game.
means the punishment for a defector in \([D, C]\) will be no less than a defector in \([D, D]\). Mixed incentives require \(R_{CD} + R_{CC} \neq 0\) and \(F_{CD} + F_{DD} \neq 0\).

### (b) The income and cost for the third party

To evaluate whether the incentive can be carried out in a sustainable way, we assume that only when the accumulated wealth of the third party is non-negative can the incentive be enforced. Hence, the income and cost of the third party are introduced.

In practice, tax, membership fee, or commission fee are common resources imposed by the third party for maintaining the order of the community or market [31,47,48]. This study assumes the income of the third party is composed of two parts: (1) the basic commission fee \(c_0\) paid by the agents in each round [49]; (2) the fine retrieved from the defectors [50,51]. Let \(M\) be the amount of participants in the market, and particularly, \(M(t) = N, M(t) \leq N\). The concrete income depends on \(M\) as well as on the population distribution. The population profile is a vector \(\mathbf{x} = \{x, y\}, x + y = 1\), wherein \(x\) (resp. \(y\)) is the fraction of the cooperators (resp. defectors). Specifically, \(x^{(t)} = \{x^{(t)}, y^{(t)}\}\) denotes the population profile at time \(t\). Hence, the income of the third party can be expressed as

\[
I^{(t)} = M^{(t)} (c_0 + x^{(t)} y^{(t)} F_{CD} + (y^{(t)})^2 F_{DD}). \tag{2.1}
\]

**Remark 2.1.** When implementing pure reward incentives, \(M = N\). However, punishment can eliminate agents who fail to pay the fines or commission fee. Thus, \(M \leq N\) when implementing punishment.

The cost of incentives is also composed of two parts: (1) the rewards assigned to the participants [52], (2) the cost for imposing the fine [53]. The reason for not considering the cost for imposing the reward is that, in real-world practice, it is usually the agents self-reporting their good behaviour [54], which does not count as the major cost of the third party, hence the cost of rewarding is simplified as the endowed reward. While the cost of enforcing punishment, which relies on detecting and monitoring [7], can be different. Here, we assume the punishment cost is proportional to the probability and the severity of the fine [21], let \(a (a \geq 0)\) denote the unit cost of punishment for the third party. The value of \(a\) depends on the specific cost of enforcement, without loss of generality, we assume \(a = 0.3\) as [55]. Accordingly, the expenditure of the third party is defined as:

\[
E^{(t)} = \left( x^{(t)} \right)^2 M^{(t)} R_{CC} + x^{(t)} y^{(t)} M^{(t)} R_{CD} + a M^{(t)} \left( x^{(t)} y^{(t)} F_{CD} + (y^{(t)})^2 F_{DD} \right). \tag{2.2}
\]

The wealth of the third party at time \(t\), \(W^{(t)}_T\) is given as

\[
W^{(t)}_T = I^{(t)} - E^{(t)}, \tag{2.3}
\]

and the accumulated wealth of the third party is

\[
W_T = \int W^{(t)}_T \, dt. \tag{2.4}
\]

The explicit formula of \(W_T\) is given in part 3 of the electronic supplementary material. \(W_T\) is required to be non-negative for sustainable incentives.
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greater than $T$ than $x^* = 1$ becomes the ESS. While given $RCC \geq T - 1$, the ESS will be $x = 0$. When $T \geq RCC \geq T - 1$, $x^* = 1$ is the NE, but the strategy is not robust under this circumstance, which means the cooperation strategy can be invaded by mutants.

Figure 1b shows the results of pure punishment incentives ($F_{CD} \geq F_{DD}$ always exists). When $F_{CD} \geq T - 1$, $x^* = 1$ is always an NE, while $F_{DD} > T$, the $x^* = 1$ becomes an ESS. When the strength of punishment is too light, $F_{CD} < T$, then $x = 0$ is the ESS. The practical meaning is that the punishment should be at least greater than $T$ which is the temptation that can be gained from defection, otherwise the agents will have the motivation to become defectors.

Figure 1c shows a more complicated scenario where mixed incentive is applied. What matters to the equilibrium is $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ (resp. $R_{CD} + F_{DD}$). The sum of the reward and punishment is essentially the difference of the expected pay-off for cooperators and defectors when facing a cooperator (resp. defector). In figure 1c, it is clear that as long as $R_{CD} + F_{DD}$ is less than $T$, then $x^* = 0$ is always an NE, while only when $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ is also less than $T$, $x^* = 0$ can it be robust to mutations. This result indicates that only when the pay-off differences of being a cooperator and being a defector are both less than $T$, defecting strategy is the ESS. In addition, if $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ is greater than $T - 1$, $x^* = 1$ becomes the NE, and when both $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ and $R_{CD} + F_{DD}$ are greater than $T$, $x^* = 1$ becomes the ESS.

(b) Simulation experiment description

As previously stated, for a specific market or community in practical life, the amount of participants is always finite. Thus, in our simulation experiments, we regulate the initial size of

3. Analytical results and set-up for simulation experiments

Based on the assumptions described in §2, the population equilibrium with various incentives can be delivered by EGT \cite{56,57}. This section first presents the evolution of the population under different policies, more concretely, the corresponding thresholds of the incentives for achieving the Nash equilibrium (NE) and the evolutionary stable strategy (ESS). It then elaborates the design of the simulation experiments based on the derived analytical results.

(a) Analytical results

The three fixed points are $x^* = 0, x^* = 1, x^* = (T - R_{CD} - F_{DD})/(1 + R_{CC} - R_{CD} + F_{CD} - F_{DD})$. In the electronic supplementary material, tables S1–S3 exhibit the requirements for $x^*$ being an NE or ESS under various incentives. Figure 1a–c visualize the results of the population equilibrium by different incentives, concrete derivations are given in part 1 of the electronic supplementary material.

Figure 1a exhibits the results of pure reward incentives ($R_{CD} \geq RCC$ always exists). It can be observed that if $R_{CC} \geq T$, $x^* = 1$ will be the ESS. While given $R_{CC} \leq T - 1$, the ESS will be $x = 0$. When $T \geq RCC \geq T - 1$, $x^* = 1$ is the NE, but the strategy is not robust under this circumstance, which means the cooperation strategy can be invaded by mutants.

Figure 1b shows the results of pure punishment incentives ($F_{CD} \geq F_{DD}$ always exists). When $F_{CD} \geq T - 1$, $x^* = 1$ is always an NE, while $F_{DD} > T$, the $x^* = 1$ becomes an ESS. When the strength of punishment is too light, $F_{CD} < T$, then $x = 0$ is the ESS. The practical meaning is that the punishment should be at least greater than $T$ which is the temptation that can be gained from defection, otherwise the agents will have the motivation to become defectors.

Figure 1c shows a more complicated scenario where mixed incentive is applied. What matters to the equilibrium is $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ (resp. $R_{CD} + F_{DD}$). The sum of the reward and punishment is essentially the difference of the expected pay-off for cooperators and defectors when facing a cooperator (resp. defector). In figure 1c, it is clear that as long as $R_{CD} + F_{DD}$ is less than $T$, then $x^* = 0$ is always an NE, while only when $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ is also less than $T$, $x^* = 0$ can it be robust to mutations. This result indicates that only when the pay-off differences of being a cooperator and being a defector are both less than $T$, defecting strategy is the ESS. In addition, if $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ is greater than $T - 1$, $x^* = 1$ becomes the NE, and when both $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ and $R_{CD} + F_{DD}$ are greater than $T$, $x^* = 1$ becomes the ESS.
will choose to be a collaborator or defector randomly. Consequently, participants [59,60]. A larger $x$ and the accumulated wealth of all the participants $A^{(0)}$, initial accumulated wealth of all the participants $A^{(0)}$, and the total observation time step $T$. 

**Step 1:** If $t < T$, compute the amount of cooperators and defectors based on $x^{(t)}$, then randomly match individuals in pairs, generate the pairwise table. Else go to step 6.

**Step 2:** Based on the pairwise table, calculate the real pay-off of each individual, and generate the pay-off table. If and only if the agent’s wealth cannot cover the commission fee $c_0$ or the fine ($F_D$ or $F_D$), the agent will be eliminated.

**Step 3:** Calculate the income and expense of the third party at step $t$, update $W_T$.

*Calculate the average pay-off of cooperators, update $\pi(C)$. Calute the average pay-off of defectors, update $\pi(D)$.*

**Step 4:** Calculate $x^{(t+1)}$ according to equation (3.1).

**Step 5:** Go to step 1.

**Step 6:** End.

We denote the termination time by $T$, and denote a specific time step by $t$.

the market. Meanwhile, as participants are of bounded rationality in the real world, which brings more uncertainties to the effect and the sustainability of the incentives, hence the results under different levels of participants’ rationality are analysed.

(i) Algorithm: the evolution of population

A Monte Carlo simulation experiment is leveraged to observe the accumulated wealth of the third party and of the participants. This section mainly introduces the algorithm and the design of the simulation experiment.

We assume initially $N$ agents take part in a free market, and each agent has an initial wealth $w_A^{(0)}$, the total initial wealth of participants $W_A^{(0)} = N w_A^{(0)}$. Players first pay the commission fee $c_0$ before playing the PDG pairwisely. Their wealth then gets updated based on the pay-off matrix and the implemented incentive. Players who cannot afford the commission fee or fine will be eliminated from the market. Their population profile $x = (x, y)$ will evolve with the following dynamic process: let $\pi(C)$ (resp. $\pi(D)$) denote the average pay-off of cooperating (resp. defecting) strategy. Based on the EGT framework, the dominant strategy can have more next generations. With probability $p_1 = 1/(1 + \exp^{-\beta(\pi(C) - \pi(D))})$, the defector will imitate the cooperating strategy, and the cooperator with $p_2 = 1/(1 + \exp^{-\beta(\pi(D) - \pi(C))})$ will adopt a defecting strategy [58], $\beta$ ($\beta \in [0, \infty)$) denotes selection intensity, which represents the rational level of participants [59,60]. A larger $\beta$ indicates a more rational participant, and if $\beta = 0$ the participant will choose to be a collaborator or defector randomly. Consequently, $x$ will be updated as

$$x^{(t+1)} = (1 - x^{(t)}) p_1 + x^{(t)} (1 - p_2). \quad (3.1)$$

Then at time step $t + 1$, the new generation of participants will be matched in pairs again to have another round of interaction. In the evolutionary process, we observe $x^{(t)}$ to evaluate cooperation level, the accumulated wealth of the third party $W_T$ to measure the sustainability, and the accumulated wealth of all the participants $W_A$ to represent the affluence of the market. The pseudo code of the simulation algorithm is shown in table 2.
but does not reach a fixed value. Figure 2 represents the evolution of
the determinism of $x$ in incentives.

Results shown in figure 1, the dynamics of strategies is not entirely fixed, due to the different possible pairs. Thereby, unlike the analytical

In a market with finite size, with the same population profile $x$, the expected pay-off of different strategies is not entirely fixed, due to the different possible pairs. Thereby, unlike the analytical results shown in figure 1, the dynamics of $x$ exhibits a chaotic behaviour, fluctuating over time, but does not reach a fixed value. Figure 2 represents the evolution of $x$ in the market contains 100 participants. Notwithstanding the fact that there is no strict ‘stable state’ that can be reached, the determinism of $x$ can be assessed by computational means [61]. With $T = 500$, $x^{(t)}$ exhibits a

(ii) Parameter settings for incentives

For observing the performance of the different incentive policies, three series of simulation experiments are designed: pure reward, pure punishment and mixed incentives.

— Pure reward: Based on the analytical results in §3a, only when $R_{CC} \geq T - 1$ and $R_{CD} \geq T$, can $x^* = 1$ be an NE or ESS. In simulation experiments $T = 2$, and we set $R_{CC} = 1 + 0.25i$, $R_{CD} = 2 + 0.25i$ where $i \in \mathbb{N}, i \leq 8$.

— Pure punishment: Similarly, we set $F_{CD} = 2 + 0.25i$, and $F_{DD} = 0 + 0.25i$, $i \in \mathbb{N}, i \leq 8$.

— Mixed: For mixed incentives, we set both $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ and $R_{CD} + F_{DD}$ varying from 1 to 3 and 2 to 4, respectively, with the increment of 0.25. There is no unique standard to set the rate of $R_{CC}$ in $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ (resp. $F_{DD}$ in $R_{CD} + F_{DD}$). The rate depends on what extent the system focuses on positive or negative incentive. In these experiments, to guarantee that $R_{CD} \geq R_{CC}$ and $F_{CD} \geq F_{DD}$, while minimizing the difference between rewarding and punishment, we set the rate to 0.2 (the proof of the rate, and the concrete settings for these four parameters are given in part 2 of the electronic supplementary material).

4. Experimental results and interpretation

This section first shows the effect of incentives on promoting cooperation, then elaborates the influence on the wealth of different parties, and finally discusses the sustainability of the market under these incentives.

(a) Effect of incentives on cooperators’ population and market size

In a market with finite size, with the same population profile $x$, the expected pay-off of different strategies is not entirely fixed, due to the different possible pairs. Thereby, unlike the analytical results shown in figure 1, the dynamics of $x$ exhibits a chaotic behaviour, fluctuating over time, but does not reach a fixed value. Figure 2 represents the evolution of $x$ in the market contains 100 participants. Notwithstanding the fact that there is no strict ‘stable state’ that can be reached, the determinism of $x$ can be assessed by computational means [61]. With $T = 500$, $x^{(t)}$ exhibits a
normal distribution as shown in figure 3. Since the expectation of $x^{(t)}$, $E(x^{(t)})$ always exists, and depends on the incentive, the mean value of $x^t$ is chosen to reflect the effect of incentives on the population profile. Further, to determine the termination time $T$, $T$-test was applied to trials with $T = [350, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 50, 30, 20]$, $E(x^{(t)}) (t \in [5, T])$ is required to have no statistical significant difference with $E(x^{(t)}) (t \in [5 : 500])$, $p$-value is greater than 0.05. After trials, $T$ is finally ensured to be 30.

The heat map in figure 4 shows the expectation of $x^{(t)}$ under various incentives, and the heat indicates the expected rate of cooperators in the market. As can be observed, the stronger incentives lead to higher expected $x^{(t)}$. In addition, compare plots horizontally, as $\beta$ increases, the expected $x^{(t)}$ becomes higher with respect to the same strength of the incentive. That is due to the fact that when participants are more rational, the selection will depend more on the payoff.

However, not all the subplots are in line with these rules: in subplot (f) of figure 4, the outcome of pure punishment with $\beta = 4$ is different. This fact is associated with the size of the market $M$. To better elaborate this abnormal phenomenon, we draw a bubble plot to outline $M^{(30)}$ over the heat map, and the area of the bubble indicates the value of $M^{(30)}$. From (a–c) and (g–i), it can be observed that under pure reward incentives or mixed incentives, the market size is stable, and there are not many agents eliminated. While under pure punishment incentives, the size of the market changed dramatically, varying from 0 to 100. The abnormal cells shown in (f)
Figure 4. The expectation of $x(t)$ and $M(0)$ under different incentives. The heat represents the value of $x(t)$, the size of the bubble represents the market size. Subplots (a–c), (d–f) and (g–i) represent the results under pure reward, pure punishment and mixed incentives, respectively. Incentives with higher strength are generally corresponding to higher $x(t)$. Exceptions exhibit when the size of the market shrinks, which is caused by too light punishments. A higher rational level of participants also contributes to higher cooperation level. (Online version in colour.)

Remark 4.1. Under mixed incentives, the size of the market can also shrink a little bit when the incentive is not strong enough, but this result is not completely visible in figure 4. We adjusted the scale in figure 7 to visualize this pattern in a clearer way.

The size of the market under various incentives presents some interesting patterns. Since $M$ changes a lot under pure punishment incentives, we focus on the result shown on subplots (d–f). Firstly, $M$ gradually becomes larger from the lower triangular part to the upper triangular part in each subplot. It reveals a counterintuitive phenomenon, that $M$ will be larger under more severe punishment. The explanation is, the heavy punishment increases the pay-off difference between cooperators and defectors, hence those bounded rational participants tend to choose cooperation. While under weak punishment, participants tend to choose to defect repeatedly, especially when $\beta$ is low, hence, they are easier to be eliminated from the market. Secondly, the effect of punishment has two aspects. On the one hand, it decreases the pay-off of defectors;
when it becomes heavier, the pay-off difference between cooperators and defectors gets larger, and thus can promote cooperation and maintain $M$. On the other hand, if the punishment is moderate, it can easily eliminate the agents who repeatedly choose to defect, and thus make $M$ drop abnormally. In subplot(f), when $FDD \in [0, 0.5]$, the influence of promoting cooperation is dominant, $M$ climbs as $FDD$ increases. While when $FDD \in [0.75, 1.5]$, the influence of elimination becomes dominant, and causes a large decrease in $M$. But when $FDD$ becomes heavier, the effect on promoting cooperation becomes dominant again and $M$ increases again.

The experimental results in figure 4 indicate: (1) as a general rule, the expected $x(t)$ increases as the incentive becomes stronger, and this effect is more obvious with higher $\beta$. However, under pure punishment incentives, the shrinking market might involve low $x(t)$; (2) in terms of the market size $M$, under pure reward as well as mixed incentives, $M$ is stable, while under pure punishment incentives, counterintuitively, $M$ increases as the incentives go heavier.

(b) Effect of incentives on the accumulated wealth of different parties

The parties in the market include the third party who implements the incentives, as well as the agents who join the market. Both of these two parties can gain or lose utilities in the market. This section aims at analysing the accumulated wealth of these two parties. Since under pure reward incentives it is always the third party subsidizing the cooperators, it can be expected that the accumulated wealth of the third party, $W_T$, decreases until the third party goes bankrupt, and the accumulated wealth of the agents, $W_A$, keeps increasing. By contrast, for pure punishment and mixed incentives, the relative size of $W_T$ and $W_A$ can exhibit interesting behaviours, hence, we focus on the results of pure punishment and mixed incentive.

The accumulated wealth of the agents $W_A$ and the third party $W_T$ is represented by bubble plots (figures 5 and 6), and bubble areas represent the amount. Note that the smaller bubbles are drawn over the larger ones, so that the relative difference of the income of the two parties can be observed easily. Different parties are distinguished by colours, black links to $W_T$ and light grey links to $W_A$. Particularly, when the difference between $W_A$ and $W_T$ is small ($|\log(W_A) - \log(W_T)| \leq 0.35$), the difference is hardly visible, and we thus use the grey colour to represent $(W_A + W_T)/2$.

Figures 5 and 6 reveal that $W_A$ increases as the incentives become stronger. As for $W_T$, under pure punishment incentives, $W_T$ is always greater than $W_A$, as the income of the third party contains the retrieved fine. Nevertheless, as the incentives become stronger, the population of the defector decreases, and the income of the third party will thus drop. Accordingly, the difference between $W_A$ and $W_T$ declines as shown in figure 5. This phenomenon becomes more visible as $\beta = 4$. 

Figure 5. The accumulated wealth of the third party ($W_T$, represented by black bubbles) and of the agents ($W_A$, represented by light grey bubbles) under pure punishment incentives. $W_T$ is always greater than $W_A$. The difference between $W_A$ and $W_T$ diminishes as the punishment becomes heavier, especially when participants enjoy a higher rational level ($\beta = 4$).
Figure 6. The accumulated wealth of the third party (WT) and of the agents (WA) under mixed incentives. There is a trade-off between WA and WT, WA decreases while WT increases as the incentives become stronger. Meanwhile, Pareto optimization space exists for increasing WA + WT. In addition, when participants are more rational (β = 4), both the upper limitations of WA and WT increase.

Figure 7. Sustainability of mixed incentives, x(0) = 0.25. The colours of the cells represent the marginal income of the third party. The result shows that the marginal income decreases as the incentive become stronger, while with different β, the sustainable incentives can be different. Under mixed incentives, the market size is always greater than 86. (Online version in colour.)

is greater, which is because having more rational participants means being easier to achieve x* = 1 under the same incentives, which reduces the fine-based income of the third party. Also, for this reason, the upper bound of WT drops as β increases.

Under mixed incentives, the pattern becomes more complicated as shown in figure 6, WT declines as the incentives become stronger, while WA exhibits an opposite trend. It can be observed that WA catches up with WT and surpasses it as mixed incentive becomes stronger. In addition, this figure exhibits an obvious trade-off between WA and WT. Yet, we can also note the Pareto optimization exists when the incentives are of moderate strength under mixed incentives, when the sum of the accumulated wealth of these two parties is maximized.

When comparing subplots (a) and (b) in figure 6, the relative size of WT with WA depends on both the strength of the incentives and β. Under low β as shown in subplot (a), when RCD + FDD is small, WT is much greater than WA, while as RCD + FDD increases, WT decreases and WA increases. When RCD + FDD is greater than 3, WA becomes obviously greater than WT. However, under high β as shown in subplot (b), it is mainly RCC + FCD that depends on the trend of WT and WA. When RCC + FCD becomes stronger, WT decreases. Especially, when RCC + FCD ≥ 1.75,
$W_T$ become lower than $W_A$, as $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ increases further, the difference of these two parties enlarges.

This pattern is connected to $\beta$: higher $\beta$ indicates more rational participants, under the same incentives, and $x$ is easier to evolve to 1. Thus, with a high $\beta$, as the mixed incentive becomes stronger, more cooperators will be in the market, which rapidly increases the cost of $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$. That is why $W_T$ decreases dramatically as $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ increases. However, when $\beta$ is low, the defectors always exist in the market, as $R_{CD} + F_{DD}$ becomes stronger, not only the management cost $R_{CD}$ increases, the income from $F_{DD}$ decreases (lower $y$ induced by the stronger incentive). Consequently, with low $\beta$, $R_{CD} + F_{DD}$ dominates the change of the wealth.

Summarizing the effect of incentives on $W_A$ and $W_T$, the findings show that under pure punishment incentives, $W_T > W_A$, but $|W_T - W_A|$ will reduce as the punishment become heavier; under mixed incentives, $W_T$ decreases as the mixed incentive becomes stronger, while $W_A$ presents an opposite trend. It is possible to improve $W_T + W_A$ by choosing the moderate strength incentives.

(c) The sustainability of the mixed incentives

In this section, the slope of $W_T$ is applied to evaluate the sustainability, as it can represent the marginal income of the third party and predict the trend of $W_T$. An incentive is regarded as sustainable if this value is positive. For pure reward incentives, the third party always gives rewards to the agents, $W_T$ is always decreasing, and by their nature they cannot be sustainable in the long term. Pure punishment incentives are on the contrary always sustainable, as the third party can collect a fine from the agents in addition to the commission fee. Thus, in §4c, we only discuss the result for mixed incentives.

Subplots (a–c) of figure 7 show that as the mixed incentives become stronger, the slope of $W_T$ turns from positive to negative, which indicates that those lighter incentives enjoy lower implementation cost, and can therefore provide the third party with more marginal income. The strength of the reward or of the punishment is negatively related to the marginal income of the third-party. Light mixed incentives may also result in $M$ shrinking, but $M$ is always greater than 86.

When comparing subplots (a–c) of figure 7 horizontally, the value of $\beta$ has a strong influence on the sustainability of mixed incentives. When $\beta = 1$, participants are less rational, the market is always mixed with defectors, as indicated by the subplot (g) of figure 4. If the incentives become stronger, the cost of $R_{CD}$ will increase. It explains why when $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ is greater than 3, the slope becomes negative, and incentives become unstable. When $\beta = 4$, more rational participants will choose to be cooperators, which increases the cost of $R_{CC}$. Thus, when $R_{CC} + F_{CD}$ is greater ($\geq 2.75$), incentives become unsustainable as shown in subplot (c) of figure 7. For subplot (b), when $\beta = 2$, it combines the feature of subplots (a) and (c).

In summary, the results of the three series of simulation experiments reveal that, after setting up the initial market size and introducing the elimination mechanism, various effects on the market’s collaboration level, on the affluence of different parties, and on their own sustainability emerge. Generally, $x$ increases under stronger incentives. Compared with pure reward, pure punishment incentives potentially eliminate participants. It is also worth mentioning that the heavier punishment is beneficial for preventing $M$ from shrinking and promoting $W_A$, which can be considered counterintuitive. Whereas under mixed incentives, the wealth of these two parties shows the opposite trend, and we can always choose moderate strength incentives to maximize $W_A + W_T$. In terms of sustainability, pure reward cannot be sustainable, but pure punishment is always sustainable, mixed incentives’ sustainability depends on both $\beta$ and the strength of the incentive.

5. Conclusion and discussion

During the last decades, there have been tremendous efforts to design proper incentives. Although in the field of political economics, the sustainability of incentives is considered to be
an important criterion in evaluating the real-world incentives or policies [62], in the theoretical exploration, sustainability is not always considered, especially when the incentives are carried out by the third party (or external decision-maker [26]). Our work, from the institutional perspective, considers: (1) the sustainability of incentives by evaluating the enforcement cost and the income of the third party; and (2) the effect of incentives on the market’s affluence by introducing the elimination mechanism. Hence, the evaluation criteria of incentives include three aspects: cooperation level, sustainability, and the influence on promoting market affluence. The motivation for such consideration is twofold. First, we believe that when designing incentives, it is critical to consider sustainability at the institutional level to ensure the practicality of incentives. Secondly, the market can be considered as an ecological system; a flourishing market not only depends on the population of cooperators, but also on the size of the market, and the accumulated wealth of all parties.

Our simulation experiments show that a pure reward is unsustainable, driven by the fact that the third party is required to continuously provide high subsidies. However, this conclusion might be different under different assumptions for the income of the third party, for example, Sasaki and Uchida proposed a sustainable pure reward incentive based on volunteer reward pool, which assumes that the fund in rewarding pool enjoys an interest rate, and will be shared by rewarders and cooperators [63]. In our work, we focus on institutional enforced incentives; the fund for rewarding incentives is purely gathered from the commission fee, which has no interest rate, and thus, the rewarding pool will not increase spontaneously. Further, to reach a high cooperating level, we assume the reward has to be greater than $T$, which indicates a high cost of rewarding. These two different assumptions lead to the opposite conclusions on the sustainability of pure reward. The seemingly contradictory results illustrate the subtlety of pure reward incentives, which depends on the nature of the specific system.

For the case of pure punishment, there are a few published papers which explored the requirements for sustainable pool punishment, for example, Matjaž et al. pointed out that the punishment for the second-order free-riders can lead to sustainable pool-punishment in a population structured public goods game [22,24]; Sarah et al. relaxed this requirement by introducing the signaling effect of participants knowing whether a punishment institution was established [23]. Different from the traditional pool punishment, Lee, Colin and Szolnoki proposed hiring the mercenary punishers from players with the collected tax to counteract the second-order free-riders [25]. The main difference to these pool or mercenary punishment models is that we assume the third party cannot be composed of players, considering the role of manager or regulator of the market is usually fixed by a group of professional agents. In our work, the punishing pool is composed of the collected commission fee and the retrieved fine, and the enforcement cost is a rate $\alpha$ of fine ($\alpha = 0.3$ [55]), these settings make the costly punishment sustainable. Besides, by introducing the elimination mechanism, we are able to study the impact of the incentive on the size of the market. We find that with the introduction of elimination mechanism, the size of the market is shrinkable. Light punishments can even lead to the collapse of the market, yet more severe punishment can maintain the market size better, and thus promote the affluence of the participants as well as of the third party in the long term.

A few previous studies have explored how mixed incentives should be combined to improve cooperation at an institutional level. Chen et al. found that the switch of incentive from reward to punishment based on the population of cooperators can effectively promote cooperation [28]. Fang et al. pointed out that mixed incentives which enjoy synergistic effects perform better on promoting cooperation [64]. In our study, we observe that mixed incentives can not only lead to a high cooperation level, but also have some advantages in terms of sustainability and affluence compared with pure incentives. More specifically, mixed incentives perform better than pure reward in terms of sustainability, whereas stronger mixed incentives usually correspond to higher implementation costs. Whether the incentive is sustainable depends on the level of rationality of the participants, as well as the strength of the incentive. Compared with pure punishment, mixed incentives can always maintain the size of the market ($M > 86$) and prevent the market from collapsing, which guarantees $W_A$. Furthermore, the experimental results reveal the trade-off
between the wealth of the third party ($W_T$) with the agents ($W_A$). As the incentives become stronger, $W_T$ decreases and $W_A$ increases, while in moderate strength, we can improve $W_T + W_A$ and balance the affluence level of the two parties. Thus, to a certain extent, mixed incentives combine the advantages of pure incentives.

For future work, our model could be extended by applying the evaluation criteria of incentives into more complicated scenarios. For example, in our model the punishment or reward always happens, while in real life probabilistic sanctioning can be an alternative way to reduce the cost of incentive implementation [65,66]. Correspondingly, facing such uncertain punishment or reward, the players might not necessarily be risk neutral. They can be risk-averse facing punishments [30] or risk-seeking facing rewards [67]. Such extension of assumptions can adjust the third party’s cost in enforcing incentives, and tune the expected pay-off of individuals, hence influence the effect of incentives. Considering the constantly evolving environment, flexible incentives are potentially cost-efficient [28,39,68], evaluating their effect on affluence, and their sustainability is of vital practical importance. By such an extension, we expect more guidance that, with realistic management significance, can be drawn on to deal with these complicated circumstances.
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